The Preliminary Maps series is intended for rapid release of information; this index shows all maps published by the Ontario Geological Survey.

The positions of all boundaries and surveyed lines are approximate.

For more information about the map series, contact:

John B. Gammon Geoscience Library, Williet Green Miller Centre,
Ontario Geological Survey
Telephone: (705) 670-5691 (local calls)
Regional Mines and Minerals offices responsible for the area

Notes:
- The different line weights are for the purpose of differentiation only and are not reflective of the actual thickness of the lines.
- The map is published with the permission of the Director, Ontario Geological Survey.
- Exploration data and functions and provides free downloads of Ontario Geological Survey

SOURCES AND CREDITS
- Satellite Image Maps, Wunnumini Lake Northwest
- Satellite Image Map, Asheweg River Southeast
- Satellite Image Map, Opasquia Lake Southeast
- Satellite Image Map, Opasquia Lake Northwest

The Ontario Geological Survey is an agency of the Government of Ontario.

Further information about the Preliminary Maps series can be obtained from the Publication Services Unit, Ontario Geological Survey, 150 Peter Street, Suite 1000, Toronto, Ontario M5A 2N1, Telephone: (416) 314-9682, Fax: (416) 314-7700, E-mail: pubs@ogsl.gov.on.ca